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	Fully updated for Windows Server 2012 R2! Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-412—and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of advanced configuration tasks for Windows Server infrastructure. Designed for experienced IT professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical-thinking and decision-making acumen needed for success at the MCSA or MCSE level.


	Focus on the expertise measured by these objectives:

	
		Configure and manage high availability
	
		Configure file and storage solutions
	
		Implement business continuity and disaster recovery
	
		Configure network services
	
		Configure the Active Directory infrastructure
	
		Configure access and information protection solutions



	This Microsoft Exam Ref:

	
		Organizes its coverage by objectives for Exam 70-412.
	
		Features strategic, what-if scenarios to challenge candidates.
	
		Designed for IT professionals who have real-world experience configuring Windows Server 2012 R2 services in an enterprise environment.



	Note: Exam 70-412 counts as credit toward MCSA and MCSE certifications
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Visual Basic Developer’s Guide to ASP and IISSybex, 1999
As Visual Basic developers, we have seen a distinct move away from single, monolithic executables to distributed, component-based architectures. With this shift has come the need to think differently. We need to think of applications as a set of components working together to provide the needed solution.  
 
 As technology...
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Grzimek's Animal Life Encyclopedia: InsectsGale, 2003
Earth is teeming with life. No one knows exactly how many distinct organisms inhabit our planet, but more than 5 million different species of animals and plants could exist, ranging from microscopic algae and bacteria to gigantic elephants, redwood trees and blue whales. Yet, throughout this wonderful tapestry of living creatures, there runs a...
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Holographic ImagingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
This is a book about the three-dimensional imaging technique of holography. It covers the fundamental physical and optical principles of using diffraction to record and reconstruct images, human perception, and the history of holographic imaging with an approachable explanation of both basic and advanced holographic concepts. This authoritative...
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The Multimedia Handbook (Blueprint Series)Routledge, 1996
Multimedia has become a very large and diverse field of activity. Its fuzzy boundaries merge into Information Technology. Disk storage, creative aspects like authoring, transmission protocols, standards, politics, and networks called superhighways are examples of activities where technical matters, creative work, applications, politics, and...
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LinkedIn For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Don't be left out—link up with this fully updated introduction to the Internet's hottest professional networking tool


	With more than 225 million members from over 200 countries and territories worldwide, LinkedIn.com is an unbeatable self-marketing tool. LinkedIn For Dummies teaches you how to make the...
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Network Analysis Using Wireshark 2 Cookbook: Practical recipes to analyze and secure your network using Wireshark 2, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Over 100 recipes to analyze and troubleshoot network problems using Wireshark 2

	
		Key Features

		
			Place Wireshark 2 in your network and configure it for effective network analysis
	
			Deep dive into the enhanced functionalities of Wireshark 2 and protect your network with ease
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